CELL BIOLOGY

Precision pipetting
and perfect plates
Probiotics play an important role in animal nutrition, ensuring a healthy balance
of gut microbiota to improve performance or productivity. Scientists at Christian
Hansen are using high throughput liquid handling systems to fully automate sample
inoculation and plating for research into novel bacteria for animal feed supplements.
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could not only perform reliable plating,
but that also had precision pipetting
capability for our serial dilutions. The
Freedom EVO ® 200 was the best
system for our workflow, as we could
easily integrate a SciRobotics
PetriPlater™ into the system. Our set-up
can accommodate up to 60 standard
plates at a time, which is fantastic, as it
allows full automation of both the serial
dilution steps and the plating of the
samples. An integrated barcode reader
also allows us to track the samples
through each stage of the workflow,
before transferring them to an external
colony counter to avoid a backlog and
keep the process running smoothly.”
“We purchased two Freedom EVO
platforms in 2015 and, since automating
our workflow, we can run significantly
more plates than we could have done
manually,” Christel added. “In 2018, we

Freedom EVO platforms allow scientists at Christian Hansen to automate their inoculation and
plating protocols
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prepared around 25,000 plates;
achieving this high throughput by hand
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To find out more about Tecan’s
cell biology solutions, visit
www.tecan.com/cellbiology
To learn more about Christian
Hansen, go to
www.chr-hansen.com/en
An integrated SciRobotics PetriPlater supports this high throughput workflow
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